THE BUILDING OF PROTESTANT ENGLAND
Elizabeth was at this moment (the end of 1558) a woiaiaa of
just over twenty-five. She was hatchet-faced, with too high a'
forehead, thin lips, green eyes like her father, and red hair.
She lost this red hair early in life and became completely bald
but at the moment of her accession it was still fairly plentiful.
Her youth pleased the people, as did her proud and determined
carriage, so the new reign came in easily and Cecil was able to
begin to work without hindrance.
The Early Success of William Cecil's Plan. The
points which Cecil had to consider in his plan for changing
religion with the least friction were the attitude (i) of Philip of
Spain, (2) of Elizabeth herself, and (3) of the comparatively
small rich class which he both served as Secretary of State
and headed by reason of his talents. He had also to consider
(4) the vague feelings of the populace, for what they counted.
Philip he knew would be wholly on his side, and Philip even
tried to get the Pope to accept the new English Liturgy.
Elizabeth's one idea would be to remain Queen; most of what
Cecil did would be distasteful to her and against her will, for
she despised the Protestants; but she could not afford to with-
stand him beyond a certain point as he held all the strings of
power. The rich were naturally on Cecil's side, and though
there would be bitter opposition to him from individuals, he
would always be able to play one man against another—in these
personal quarrels it is always the Cecils, father and son, who
win. The father gets Elizabeth's own cousin and head of the
old nobility, the Duke of Norfolk, put to death; and the son
gets Essex, Elizabeth's dearest favourite in old age, put to
death, As for the populace, they were bewildered, exhausted,
and cowed, and at the same time they preferred a Tudor rule to
any other.
There was still no widespread feeling among them in favour
of the Papacy, there was no widespread feeling in favour of any
candidate other than Elizabeth for the throne; they had risen
in defence of their traditional religion and liturgy, the Mass,
but they had been beaten back and thoroughly defeated; a
certain number of them were becoming indifferent, while the
reforming Protestant party grew in numbers and retained all
the intense enthusiasm which was their driving-force. Under
such circumstances the card to play, in order to rule securely
without provoking revolution, was obviously to lean towards
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